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The decrease in collections is mostly due to temporary operational interruptions due 
to the transition to a new vendor and delays in the warranting process. 
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Ticket issuance improved from early 2014 due to more PCOs on the ground and better 
equipment from DPW’s new parking enforcement vendor. 
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The year-end revenue projection for booting and towing increased from $2.1M to 
$2.5M. 
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DPW is working to hire a new class of PCOs and developing strategies to improve the 
PCO retention rate. The average issuance per PCO was 725 in September. In upcoming 
months, the City will work to present more detailed information on PCO performance. 
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In upcoming months, DPW’s new parking enforcement vendor will work on collections 
for photo safety violations. DPW anticipates that the vendor will be on-boarded to this 
role by December. 
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DPW reported that the decrease in school zone flashers is largely due to converting 
flashers from solar to AC power. 
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DPW reported that they are working with Entergy to replace the flashers at Carrollton 
and Kipp Believe, and that the flashers at Canal and Olympia are currently operable. 
The exceptions from other flashers are due to temporary battery and programming 
issues. 
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EMS reported that collections from historical accounts will continue to decrease as 
those accounts age. 
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The reported collections in 2012 and 2013 are an overestimate by approximately 
$100K per month due to an overpayment that has been refunded. 
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The Bureau of Revenue has experienced staff shortages, and anticipates receiving a 
register of potential new employees for the audit unit in the upcoming weeks. The 
Bureau has completed contracts with 3 outside audit firms 
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The Bureau of Revenue is implementing a new sales tax collection system and is 
currently working to train staff in the field in the new system. 
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Property tax revenues have increased due to the City holding auctions of properties 
that are tax-delinquent in 2014, leading to property owners paying their taxes. This is a 
policy change from previous years when the City did not bring properties to auction 
until the year after they were tax delinquent. 
The City is currently working to implement a simplified bill for property taxes. 
The Department of Finance is projecting a 3% increase in property tax revenues in 
2015. 
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The monthly increase in sanitation collections from 2013 is due to an additional week 
of collections in 2014. 
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The surplus properties auction was originally scheduled for late December. However, 
the Department of Property Management may delay the auction to early January, 
when more people will be able to attend. 
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Contributions to the workers compensation fund are low due to personnel shortages, 
particularly in the Police Department. 
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The shooting of a Police Officer was the largest source of Workers Comp spending in 
September. 
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The projected surplus in the healthcare benefits fund decreased slightly from August. 
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EMD reported that they are no longer providing fuel cards to the First City Court. 
Increased programming and equipment by NORDC and DPW have led to more fuel 
usage. EMD anticipates that these increases will continue in 2015. 
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The decrease in fuel usage by street lights is driven by conversion to LEDs. DPW 
anticipates that they will have converted 17,000 streetlights by the end of 2014, giving 
the city a total of 33,000 LED streetlights. 
The City is working pilot program for NORDC and the Library to obtain more efficient 
utility usage in new libraries and recreation facilities. 
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